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AGENDA

1. APOLOGIES

2. MEMBERS' DECLARATIONS

3. MINUTES
To agree the minutes from the last meeting, held on 5 June 2018.

For Decision
(Pages 1 - 2)

4. CITY OF LONDON LOCAL PLAN REVIEW: PROPOSED DRAFT POLICIES
Report of the Director of the Built Environment

For Decision
(Pages 3 - 12)

5. QUESTIONS ON MATTERS RELATING TO THE WORK OF THE SUB-
COMMITTEE

6. ANY OTHER BUSINESS THAT THE CHAIRMAN CONSIDERS URGENT

7. EXCLUSION OF THE PUBLIC
MOTION - That under Section 100(A) of the Local Government Act 1972, the public
be excluded from the meeting for the following items on the grounds that they involve
the likely disclosure of exempt information as defined in Part I of Schedule 12A of the
Local Government Act.

For Decision
8. POOL OF LONDON PRESENTATION

Verbal Update from Northern & Shell

For Information
(Pages 13 - 14)

9. NON-PUBLIC QUESTIONS ON MATTERS RELATING TO THE WORK OF THE 
SUB-COMMITTEE

10. ANY OTHER NON-PUBLIC BUSINESS THAT THE CHAIRMAN CONSIDERS 
URGENT



LOCAL PLANS SUB (PLANNING AND TRANSPORTATION) COMMITTEE

Tuesday, 5 June 2018 

Minutes of the meeting of the Local Plans Sub (Planning and Transportation) 
Committee held at the Guildhall EC2 at 10.30 am

Present

Members:
Christopher Hayward (Chairman)
Mark Bostock
Deputy Keith Bottomley

Marianne Fredericks
Alderman Gregory Jones QC
Dhruv Patel

Officers:
Paul Beckett - Department of the Built Environment
Amanda Thompson - Town Clerk's Department

1. APOLOGIES 
Apologies for absence were received from Deputy Alastair Moss and Randall 
Anderson.

2. MEMBERS DECLARATIONS UNDER THE CODE OF CONDUCT IN 
RESPECT OF ITEMS ON THE AGENDA 
Ther were no declarations of interest.

3. MINUTES 
The minutes of the meeting held on 9 may were agreed as a correct record.

4. CITY OF LONDON LOCAL PLAN REVIEW: PROPOSED DRAFT POLICIES 
Consideration was given to a report of the Director of the Built Environment 
which sought comments on the proposed draft policies for the Local Plan in 
relation to Open Spaces and Green Infrastructure.

Members made suggestions as follows:

 Need to enhance the need for cleanliness, especially in areas where 
smokers congregate.

 Consider how smoking can be discouraged in public areas and actively 
promote healthy living

 Encourage developers to design buildings to include open spaces and 
take responsibility for the cleaning and maintenance of the open space 
around them. (Explore the possibility of introducing byelaws to enforce 
this)
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 Policy DM X.X – ‘Where a loss of existing open space is proposed, it will 
be replaced on redevelopment by open space of ‘improved’ (not equal) 
quantity and quality.

 Encourage more green ‘walls’ as well as roofs.

RESOLVED – To agree the proposed draft policies in relation to Open Spaces 
and Green Infrastructure.

5. QUESTIONS RELATING TO THE WORK OF THE SUB-COMMITTEE 
There were no questions

6. ANY OTHER BUSINESS THAT THE CHAIRMAN CONSIDERS URGENT 
There was no urgent business

The meeting closed at 12.00 pm

Chairman

Contact Officer: Amanda Thompson
amanda.thompson@cityoflondon.gov.uk
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Committee(s) Dated:

Local Plans Sub (Planning and Transportation) 
Committee

27/06/2018

Subject:
City of London Local Plan Review: Proposed Draft 
policies

Public

Report of:
Carolyn Dwyer, Director of the Built Environment
Report author:
Adrian Roche, Department of the Built Environment

For Decision

Summary

At previous meetings of this Sub-Committee, Members have considered emerging 
draft policies for the new Local Plan. Members made several comments and 
suggestions, which will inform the final version of the draft Plan that is presented to 
this Sub-Committee and to the Grand Committee. One further set of draft policies, 
relating to Retailing, is attached to this report.

Recommendations

Members are recommended to:

 Agree the proposed draft policies set out at Appendix 1 of this report. 

Main Report

Background

1. At the meetings of this Sub-Committee on 22nd September 2017 and 6th 
October 2017, Members agreed the broad structure of the draft Local Plan 
and considered policy directions for key policy areas. Officers are currently 
preparing draft policies, informed by the steer from Members and a range of 
other factors such as national policy, the London Plan, the evidence base and 
the outcome of the Issues and Options consultation.

2. Nine sets of policies have so far been considered at previous meetings of this 
Sub-Committee, namely Culture, Visitors and the Night-Time Economy; 
Circular Economy and Waste; Smart Infrastructure and Utilities; Climate 
Resilience and Flood Risk; Historic Environment; Healthy and Inclusive City; 
Housing; Safe and Secure City; and Open Spaces and Green Infrastructure.

3. Members made various comments and suggestions, which will be reflected in 
the amended versions of those policies when the full draft Local Plan is 
reported to this Sub-Committee and to the Grand Committee in autumn 2018.
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Draft policies

4. The following section of the Local Plan has now been drafted and is attached 
as Appendix 1 of this report:

 Retailing

5. Members should note that the Local Plan is not being drafted in the order that 
policies will appear in the final version, other than the City-wide policies which 
are being prepared ahead of the area-specific policies.

6. Members are asked to consider the proposed policy wording and to advise of 
any additions, deletions or other amendments that should be made before the 
relevant policies are presented to the Grand Committee.

7. The Sub-Committee previously indicated that it wished to consider the 
detailed wording of all the policies in the draft Local Plan but not the 
supporting text. Members are therefore asked to focus comments on the 
wording in the policy boxes. However, the supporting text is also presented to 
help explain the reasoning behind the proposed policies, and may assist with 
understanding the terminology used in some of the draft policies.

Next steps

8. Officers are in the process of drafting further sections of the draft Local Plan, 
which will be presented to the Sub-Committee at meetings in July and 
September. It is intended to bring the full Plan back to the Sub-Committee for 
approval before it is reported to the Grand Committee in the autumn so that it 
can be published for public consultation alongside the draft Transport Strategy 
in November 2018.

Corporate and Strategic Implications

9. The review of the Local Plan is being informed by the emerging draft 
Corporate Plan and will provide an opportunity to complement key corporate 
objectives, such as developing Culture Mile and progressing the Future City 
agenda.

Appendices

 Appendix 1 – draft policies on Retailing

Adrian Roche
Development Plans Team Leader

T: 020 7332 1846
E: adrian.roche@cityoflondon.gov.uk
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Appendix 1 – draft policies on Retailing

Context

Retailing provides an important service for all the City’s communities – but retail 
demand is largely driven by City workers. The predominance of workers in the City 
has resulted in a five-day (Monday-Friday) trading week with footfall concentrated 
over weekday rush hours and lunch times. Several locations also cater for week-end 
and evening trade; this trend has been growing and is to be encouraged.

There is demand for a better range and quality of retail and leisure facilities. The 
above average spending power of the City’s growing working and residential 
populations, longer and extended working and trading hours, the increasing number 
of visitors and the Square Mile’s high accessibility by public transport create 
significant opportunities for improvement to the retail offer.

The ways in which people shop and use retail facilities is changing and the City’s 
retail offer needs to adapt to address changing consumer and leisure habits. 

Core Strategic Policy CSXX: Retailing

The quantity and quality of retailing and the retail environment will be improved, 
promoting the development of the four Principal Shopping Centres (PSCs) and the 
linkages between them by: 

1. Focusing new retail development in the PSCs and encouraging movement 
between them by enhancing the retail environment along Retail Links.

2. Supporting proposals that contribute towards the delivery of 196,000 m2 gross of 
additional retail floorspace across the City to meet future demand up to 2036.

3. Requiring major shopping developments to be located within or near PSCs. 
Where suitable sites cannot be identified within PSCs, sites immediately adjoining 
the PSCs and in Retail Links should be considered. Other areas of the City will 
only be considered where no suitable sites are identified within or adjoining the 
PSCs and Retail Links. 

4. Requiring a Retail Impact Assessment for schemes of 2,500m2 and above outside 
PSCs. The cumulative impact of retail floorspace will be taken into account in the 
assessment of planning applications.

5. Giving greater priority to shops (A1 uses) within the PSCs, with a broader mix of 
retail uses on the peripheries of the centres and the Retail Links. 

6. Supporting the provision of retail uses that provide active frontages at street level 
across the City where they would not detract from the viability and vitality of the 
PSCs and the Retail Links.
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Reason for the policy

Four Principal Shopping Centres (PSCs) have been identified which provide a 
variety of comparison and convenience shopping within the City of London: 
Cheapside, Moorgate/Liverpool Street, Fleet Street and Leadenhall Market.   
Cheapside is considered to be the City’s ‘High Street’ and has seen the most 
significant retail development in recent years.  Liverpool Street/Moorgate PSC has 
significant potential to accommodate further retail floorspace, capitalising on the 
opening of the Elizabeth Line by becoming a key retail destination. 

The PSCs are recognised in the London Plan as ‘CAZ Retail Clusters’ that 
accommodate a range of other commercial uses alongside the retail function.  
Beyond the PSCs, retail units are more dispersed across the City though many are 
on streets identified as Retail Links (see Figure X), while others form convenient 
local centres or are isolated units. 

Map X: Principal Shopping Centres and Retail Links – to be updated

There are further opportunities to develop the City’s retail offer, allowing for a broad 
mix of retail facilities while maintaining a predominance of A1 retail use. The City’s 
policy approach seeks to strengthen the status of the four PSCs, enhancing the retail 
offer in the City, supporting its primary business function and the growing cultural 
activity within the City. Further improving pedestrian links and the retail offer within 
the Retail Links would encourage shoppers to move between the PSCs. 

Major retail development should locate within PSCs, but where suitable sites are not 
available should consider sites on the edge of the PSCs or the identified Retail Links. 
Smaller scale retail uses will be encouraged throughout the City, particularly where 
they provide an active frontage and facilities which meet the needs of the City’s 
working population or provide for the needs of local residents.Page 6



The floorspace target in Policy CS XX is based on a Retail Needs Assessment which 
identified a need for 196,000 m2 of additional retail floorspace up to 2036. The 
Assessment identifies the potential for significant retail growth in and around the 
PSCs, with a focus on potential growth around Liverpool Street/Moorgate. Some 
growth is also anticipated to come forward outside the PSCs, near them or along the 
Retail Links. 

Policy DM X.X: Principal Shopping Centres

1. Within Principal Shopping Centres (PSCs) the loss of ground floor retail frontages 
and/or floorspace will be resisted and additional retail provision will be encouraged.  
Proposals for changes between retail uses within the PSCs will be assessed against:

 the contribution the unit makes to the function and character of the PSC; and
 the effect of the proposal on the area in terms of the size of the unit, the length 

of its frontage, the composition and distribution of retail uses within the 
frontage and the location of the unit within the frontage. 

2. Proposals for the change of use from shops (A1) to other Class A uses at upper 
floor and basement levels will normally be permitted, where they do not detract from 
the functioning of the centre or amenity.

Reason for the policy

The frontages of the four PSCs are defined on the Policies Map. Concentrating 
major new retail development in or near PSCs will ensure that their vitality and 
viability is maintained and will provide an opportunity to focus retail facilities in the 
most appropriate areas of the City, enhancing these as shopping destinations for 
City residents, workers and visitors. Sites or buildings that contain a designated PSC 
frontage are considered to be part of the PSC in their entirety and will not require a 
sequential or retail impact assessment if retail development is proposed elsewhere 
on the site.

Retailing comprises shops (A1), financial and professional services such as banks 
(A2), restaurants and cafes (A3), drinking establishments (A4) and hot food 
takeaways (A5). When considering proposals for changes between retail uses, the 
City Corporation will require the provision of active retail frontages onto the street 
and will also assess the contribution the unit makes to the character of the PSC as a 
whole and its frontage; for example, units that are large or in prominent locations 
should be retained in A1 use.
 
The net loss of ground floor retail uses to non-retail uses within the identified PSC 
frontages could compromise the vitality of the PSCs and will be resisted. A1 units at 
upper floor and basement levels may contribute to the retail provision of PSCs.  
However, it is recognised that pressure on ground floor shop units may be reduced 
by locating other retail uses at non-ground level. Change of use from shops to other 
retail uses at upper floors or basements will be assessed in relation to the 
contribution the unit makes to the character of the PSC and the effect of the 
proposed entrance and use on the ground floor frontage.  This policy refers to 
individual retail units facing PSC frontages and not to multi-level shopping centres.Page 7



Each PSC in the City has an individual character which will be considered in the 
implementation of policy:

Cheapside
Cheapside is the largest PSC in the City and serves a wider catchment area than the 
other centres. The PSC includes Bow Lane and the ground floor of One New 
Change as well as Cheapside itself. The PSC has undergone significant 
redevelopment in recent years and the strategy now is to reinforce its role and 
character as the City’s ‘High Street’, maintaining a clear predominance of A1 units 
with a focus on comparison goods and food and drinks provision. There is scope for 
greater weekend trading and for some additional retail floorspace, particularly to link 
the western part of Cheapside with Culture Mile. The proposed Bank Junction 
highways and public realm improvements offer an opportunity to achieve greater 
pedestrian movement and retail links between Cheapside and retail activity within 
the Royal Exchange and further east.

Fleet Street
Fleet Street is the smallest PSC and predominantly serves the needs of nearby 
workers and residents with a limited number of premises opening in the evenings or 
at weekends. The PSC has a linear form and the busy road acts as a barrier to 
pedestrian permeability. Improvements to the public realm would help to improve the 
visitor and shopper experience. The current retail stock is largely A1 food retail, and 
there is an opportunity to capitalise on the comparatively lower rents, Fleet Street’s 
outstanding heritage and development opportunities to develop a more distinctive 
retail mix in this PSC. There is some capacity for additional retail provision between 
Fleet Street and Holborn and there is scope to strengthen retail links with Cheapside. 

Leadenhall Market
Leadenhall Market PSC is centred on the iconic Victorian market building, but it also 
includes several surrounding streets. The PSC is located at the southern end of the 
City Cluster which accommodates a significant and growing proportion of the City’s 
workforce. The historic market building is also visited by a relatively high proportion 
of tourists and so evening and week-end trading is encouraged.  The character of 
the historic market will be maintained and enhanced as a visitor and retail 
destination, supporting a flexible range of retail uses with an emphasis on food and 
drinks.  Increased demand arising from the expanding workforce near the area will 
be met through larger, modern units in the surrounding streets which act as 
gateways to the market. Additional retail will also be provided by active retail 
frontages to new office development in the area.

Liverpool Street/Moorgate
Liverpool Street/Moorgate PSC is the second largest in the City but has a relative 
under-provision of comparison goods space compared to the City average. Retail 
demand in this PSC will increase due to the improved connectivity arising from the 
Elizabeth Line and development and refurbishment proposals in and around the 
Broadgate Estate, supported by further retail provision along routes between 
Liverpool Street and Moorgate stations. There is potential for the PSC to expand its 
7-day a week role, capitalising on its strong transport accessibility, its proximity for 
inner London residents and to nearby visitor and cultural attractions such as the 
Culture Mile, Old Spitalfields Market and Petticoat Lane Market.
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Policy DM X.X Retail Links

Within the Retail Links, the net loss of retail frontage and floorspace will be resisted 
and additional retail development will be supported.  A mix of shops and other retail 
uses will be permitted in the Retail Links, ensuring that the location and balance of 
uses does not adversely affect the function of the Link, any nearby PSC or their 
surrounding areas.

Reason for the policy

Retail Links connect the City’s PSCs and provide connections to neighbouring 
boroughs’ retail frontages, transport hubs, areas with high footfall and residential 
areas, providing City workers and residents with important services and leisure 
facilities.  Retail Links are a key part of the 40% of the City’s existing retail stock 
found outside of the PSCs and they play a significant role in meeting demand 
particularly for day-to-day retail goods and services.

The Retail Needs Assessment Study identified the need for approximately 85,000m2 
of additional retail floorspace in the ‘rest of the City’ outside the PSCs. The Study 
highlighted two areas that should be a priority for new floorspace outside the PSCs: 
Farringdon/Culture Mile and Eastcheap/Monument. Retail provision which will help 
increase vibrancy within Culture Mile is addressed in Policy XX.  Delivery of new 
retail floorspace at Eastcheap/Monument could help to meet some of the demand 
arising from office development in the City Cluster which cannot be accommodated 
within the Leadenhall Market PSC and would also provide more vibrant links towards 
the Pool of London.

While the Retail Needs Assessment Study concluded that the Retail Links continue 
to play an important role in meeting demand, it advocated a different occupier mix in 
these areas compared to the PSCs in order to avoid drawing visitors away from the 
prime PSC streets. Comparison goods shopping should be focused in the PSCs to 
maintain the health of the City’s core retail offer. 

While the mix of uses in the Links should include A1 shops, a variety of other retail 
uses will be permitted, where there is no detrimental or cumulative effect on the 
amenity of neighbouring residential or business premises, such as through noise, 
disturbance and odours. 

Policy DM X.X:  Ground floor retail provision elsewhere in the City

Retail uses will be permitted at ground floor level providing they:
 include active frontages onto the street;
 do not impact adversely on the amenity of residents, workers and visitors; 
 do not impact adversely on the operation of office premises; and 
 would not adversely affect the vitality and viability of the PSCs or Retail Links.

The loss of A1 units that meet a local residential need will be resisted unless it is 
demonstrated that they are no longer required.
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Reason for the policy

Retail units outside of PSCs and Retail Links provide local facilities for the City’s 
workforce, enhance the City’s vibrancy, and may serve the City’s residential 
communities. The provision of new retail units, particularly A1 units, at ground floor 
level in existing and new development will be supported where these units do not 
have an adverse impact on the operation of office premises, provide an active 
frontage onto the street and do not have an adverse impact on the amenity of 
residents, workers or visitors by reason of noise, smells or fumes from the operation 
of the unit or servicing and deliveries.  

Policy DM X.X: Specialist Retail Uses and Markets 

The City Corporation will seek to retain and promote specialist retail uses and 
premises that are historically and culturally significant to the City of London.

Proposals for markets and temporary pop-ups will be permitted where they:
 are of an appropriate scale and frequency for their location;
 would not have a significant adverse impact on the vitality and viability of 

existing retail centres within or outside the City;
 would not have a significant adverse impact on the amenity of nearby 

residents or business occupiers; and
 would not unduly obstruct pedestrian and vehicular movement.

Reason for the policy

Alongside the PSCs there are some specialist retail uses and premises within the 
City that cannot be found elsewhere, such as the historic Royal Exchange which 
features many specialist boutiques and restaurants. The London Silver Vaults on 
Chancery Lane is a unique destination containing over 30 independent specialist 
shop units with silver dealers selling, buying or repairing antique goods. These uses 
contribute to the City’s visitor economy and to its cultural distinctiveness, and 
therefore should be retained and promoted.

Street trading in the City is regulated by the City Corporation under the City of 
London Various Powers Act 1987 (as amended), which restricts permanent street 
trading but allows street trading to take place for temporary periods in specified 
locations. The exception is on Middlesex Street (Petticoat Lane) Market, which 
straddles the boundary between the City and Tower Hamlets, where licensed trading 
is permitted between 9am and 2pm on Sundays. Further information on licensing 
requirements is set out in the City Corporation’s Street Trading Policy which is 
available on the Corporation’s website.

Temporary street trading, where permitted under the Various Powers Act, can 
operate for up to 14 days in a calendar year under permitted development rights. 
Trading for longer periods will require planning permission. Market trading off City 
streets but within the curtilage of a building will similarly require planning permission 
if undertaken for a period of 14 days or more in a calendar year.
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There is an increasing demand for temporary pop-ups and street food markets, such 
as the Guildhall Yard Lunch Market, which support the local economy by generating 
increased vibrancy and footfall. When assessing proposals for new markets and 
pop-ups, issues to be considered include whether there would be any significant 
adverse impacts on existing retail centres within the vicinity, or on the amenity of 
nearby residents or business occupiers, or on pedestrian and vehicular movement. 
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